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Recorded Future for The Vertex Project
The Vertex Project creates technology for analytical teams to provide 
intelligence-driven insights to security operations teams and leadership. 
Organizations use Synapse Enterprise as a central intelligence system 
for seamless fusion of data across platforms and teams and promoting 
more efficient and reproducible processes. With Synapse at the center of 
the intelligence lifecycle, analysts are empowered to work as a team to 
provide intelligence-driven insights to decision makers.

POWER-UP YOUR ANALYSIS & REPORTING

Synapse Enterprise customers can use Power-Ups to provide specific 
additional capabilities to Synapse. For example, Power-Ups may provide 
connectivity to external databases, third-party data sources, or enable 
functionality such as the ability to manage YARA rules, scans, and matches 
within the Synapse UI. The Synapse-Recorded Future Power-Up adds new 
custom Storm commands that can be used natively within Synapse. It also 
installs a visual Workflow from which customers can query the Recorded 
Future API and integrate those results into their analysis.

With this Power-Up, analysts can enrich indicators with intelligence from 
Recorded Future. It allows analysts to query Recorded Future’s Intelligence 
Graph for additional context related to specific indicators and import that 
information into Synapse. Users can also take advantage of the Workflow 
installed by this Power-Up to run queries and import their findings, or use 
the Research or Console Tools in the Synapse UI to run Storm commands 
or leverage the node actions provided by the Synapse-RecordedFuture 
Power-Up.

Benefits
• Maximize the benefit of your Synapse  
Enterprise subscription

• Codify your analysis into a single system  
of record

• Incorporate Recorded Future intelligence into 
your analysis

• Product insightful reporting and  
actionable intelligence

Use Cases
• Enrich IP, hash, domain, and URLs with 
information from Recorded Future.

• Ingest and query by Recorded Future’s risk rules.

• Search for and import alerts from  
Recorded Future.

• Perform searches with the Recorded Future API.
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The Synapse-RecordedFuture Power-Up allows users to manage alerts from Recorded Future within the Synapse UI.

ABOUT RECORDED FUTURE 

Recorded Future is the world’s largest intelligence company. Recorded Future’s cloud-based 
Intelligence Platform provides the most complete coverage across adversaries, infrastructure, 
and targets. By combining persistent and pervasive automated data collection and analytics with 
human analysis, Recorded Future provides real-time visibility into the vast digital landscape and 
empowers clients to take proactive action to disrupt adversaries and keep their people, systems, 
and infrastructure safe. Headquartered in Boston with offices and employees around the world, 
Recorded Future works with more than 1,600 businesses and government organizations across 
more than 70 countries. Learn more at recordedfuture.com.
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ABOUT THE VERTEX PROJECT

The Vertex Project creates technology for analytical teams to provide intelligence-driven insights 
to security operations teams and leadership. Organizations use Synapse Enterprise as a central 
intelligence system for seamless fusion of data across platforms and teams and promoting more 
efficient and reproducible processes. With Synapse at the center of the intelligence lifecycle, 
analysts are empowered to work as a team to provide intelligence-driven insights to decision 
makers. To learn more about their Synapse Enterprise offering and request a demo instance, 
visit https://vertex.link.

REDUCE WORKFLOW DISRUPTION

Synapse Enterprise customers can use Power-Ups to provide specific 
additional capabilities to Synapse. For example, Power-Ups may provide 
connectivity to external databases, third-party data sources, or enable 
functionality such as the ability to manage YARA rules, scans, and matches 
within the Synapse UI. The Synapse-Recorded Future Power-Up adds new 
custom Storm commands that can be used natively within Synapse. It also 
installs a visual Workflow from which customers can query the Recorded 
Future API and integrate those results into their analysis.

With this Power-Up, analysts can enrich indicators with intelligence from 
Recorded Future. It allows analysts to query Recorded Future’s Intelligence 
Graph for additional context related to specific indicators and import that 
information into Synapse. Users can also take advantage of the Workflow 
installed by this Power-Up to run queries and import their findings, or use 
the Research or Console Tools in the Synapse UI to run Storm commands 
or leverage the node actions provided by the Synapse-RecordedFuture 
Power-Up.


